Attention All Volunteers and Would-Be Volunteers:

We are also always looking for more people to join in. There are several volunteer committees that take responsibility for various interesting CPA projects including:

- Heritage Walking Tours
- Heritage Research
- Cabbagetown Festival, Forthysia Festival, Tour of Homes Afternoon Tea, Newsletter Delivery, etc.

Some committees are responsible for an annual event, some a few times each year, and some on a more frequent basis. We have a chair person for each of these committees, and this person connects with our Volunteer Director who is a member of the Board.

Being a volunteer on any of the Cabbagetown Preservation Association Volunteer Committees is a great way to become involved in our community and to get to know your neighbours.

To confirm your participation, and if you are interested in joining in as a new volunteer, please contact Mary Gallant, Volunteer Director, at (416) 920 3882 or by e-mail at secretary@cabbagetownpa.ca

What is this object? (see page 3) Wooden butter paddles & molds were considered essential for presenting butter at the table in houses where ‘appearance’ and etiquette were paramount. This pair of oak butter paddles dates back to the early 19th century (1800-1849). They measure 10” long and 3” wide. Butter molds came in a variety of materials and shapes and were used to form butter into decorative shapes.
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Museum on the Move

Watch this space!

The Cabbagetown/Regent Park Museum has its "starter home" thanks to Division 51. The large public space at the entrance of the recently restored industrial building that houses the police station gives the museum a grand setting to show off its first developing displays and to make itself known to the public.

Coming Soon:
* "Toys Were Us" - an exhibition of children's activities and toys through the decades.
* "A Different Beat" - The Constabulary in the 1800s.
* Cabbagetown People ... and more.

Special thanks from the C/RP Museum to:
A number of people and organizations have been especially helpful in making the museum a physical reality in the new space:
- The Art Gallery of Ontario - Gwen Adams, Exhibitions; George Bartosik Manager, Exhibition Services; Iain Hoadley Managers, Exhibitions and Photo Resources; Myron Jones Installation Coordinator; and Charlie Kettle Production Coordinator for the generous donation of display cabinets from their Catherine the Great Exhibition.
- CPA Board member Toby Schertzer and his company, DIN - Unit Commander: Superintendent Jeffrey McGuire; 2nd in Charge: Manager, Exhibition Services; Iain Hoadley Manager, Exhibitions and Photo Resources; Myron Jones Installation Coordinator; and Charlie Kettle Production Coordinator for the generous donation of display cabinets from their Catherine the Great Exhibition.
- Special thanks from the C/RP Museum to:
- The Constabulary in the 1800s.
- For collecting and transporting the cases – no easy feat! – to their new museum locations.
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